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Learn more 
about the 
ceiling speakers

PI30-PS 
Enjoy the same signal-to-noise enhancing 
qualities as the PI39 but without the UHF 
capability. This powered speaker has both 
fixed and variable line-ins and line-outs,  
mic and DC functioning.  PI30-PS $228.50

The PI39 and PI30-PS have fixed and variable 
volume outputs, so additional wired speakers or 
a supplemental configuration such as a dedicated 
assistive listening system for special needs 
students can be connected.

Read how Dysart USD, AZ 
uses the PI39 with over 450 
projection systems throughout 
their district

PI39
Our wireless Array Speaker offers classrooms 
and computer labs the greatest flexibility in 
deciding how or where to enhance audio 
with the advantage of 16-channel UHF 
wireless reception. PI39 $356

Learn more 
about the 
paging horn

Paging Horn 
Get the word out in both indoor/outdoor environments with this useful 15W paging 
horn handy for crowd control or emergency/safety/security situations. You can depend 
on the all-weather design and rugged construction to deliver in all four seasons, indoors 
and out. Features a multi-tap transformer with screwdriver-adjustable power taps for 100V 
and 70V models, and a pre-drilled steel bracket for secure installation. PHT15 $106

       iPod Wireless Portable PA System 

This terrific addition to the Califone family of PA products includes the first 
Apple®-approved docking station available for schools. Now you can stream music 
and other audio files from your iPhone or iPod or listen to previously recorded 
audio from the DVD/CD player. Whether you use it indoors or out, its robust sound 
easily carries in rooms up to 2,000 square feet or in a gathering of up to 300 people.  
It can also be hooked up to a computer and a projector for multimedia broadcasts 
to support individual or group presentations on campus or off.

In addition to accommodating two presenters with wireless mics, the PA-419 has 
an input for a wired mic allowing a third presenter to participate, making this 
ideal for school wide presentations. It also features voice priority capability so the 
music will stop while announcements are made with either the wired or wireless 
mics. Once the announcements are concluded, the music will automatically return 
to the same level as before. 

The PA419 runs on AC power or its rechargeable battery, plays for at least 2 hours 
on a single charge and even fully functions when it’s recharging. Since presenters and 
teachers prefer the flexibility to move around during lectures, the PA419 comes 
with a remote control that includes pitch adjustment for audio played from the 
DVD/CD player, making it ideal for dance and music teachers.

The PA419 is available with one or two wireless mics, one hands-free mic with a 
wireless transmitter, or individually.

PA419Q2 with two Q319 wireless mics $1,544.50
PA419M with M319 beltpack transmitter 
& HBM319 mic $1,357
PA419Q with one Q319 wireless mic $1,394.50
PA419WS with WS-CK1 (page 25) $1,429
PA419 $1,246 Learn 

more about 
the PA419

Learn more 
about 

wireless mics 
on page 32

PA419Q2
shown


